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ABSTRACT
Applications such as Facebook, Twitter and Foursquare brought the massification of personal short messages, distributed in (soft) real-time on the Internet to a large number of users. These messages are complemented with rich contextual information such as the identity, time and location of the person sending the message. Such contextual messages raise serious concerns in terms of scalability and delivery delay; this results not only from their huge number but also because the set of user recipients changes for each message (as their interests continuously change), preventing the use of well-know solutions such as pub-sub and multicast trees. This leads to the use of non-scalable broadcast based solutions or point-to-point messaging.

We propose Radiator, a middleware to assist application programmers implementing efficient context propagation mechanisms on their applications. Based on each user current context, Radiator continuously adapts each message propagation path and delivery delay, making an efficient use of network bandwidth, arguably the biggest bottleneck in the deployment of large-scale context propagation systems.

Our experimental results demonstrate a 20x reduction on consumed bandwidth without affecting the real-time usefulness of the propagated messages.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We are watching a radical change in the type of packets that travel on the Internet. Facebook and Twitter (among others) brought the massification of personal short messages or posts, distributed in (soft) real-time to a potentially large number of users. These messages are complemented with rich contextual information such as the identity, time and location of the person sending the message (following the context model devised more than a decade ago among the CSCW community).

However, context propagation creates unique challenges in the realm of distributed systems (in addition to their huge number) mostly related to its highly dynamic nature. To better understand how dynamic context can be, consider the case of capturing the geolocation of a moving person or the speed at which he is moving. To achieve a reasonable level of accuracy, the system must capture and propagate this information very frequently, probably at least once per minute. Since these systems usually have hundreds of thousands if not millions of users, we are talking about a huge volume of information being sent to the server (assuming a centralized topology which is the case in the vast majority of the commercial applications on this area). Moreover, the server must then be able to propagate this context to whoever may be interested. The problem lies on the dynamics of those interests. For example, if the user is interested in receiving information about friends nearby, there will be a matching rule between his location and the location of his friends. However, if he's moving, and his friends are also moving, the system has to continuously change that matching rule.

For this reason (the dynamics of context), traditional publish-subscribe approaches are unfeasible since they assume a relatively fixed set of matching rules. On these systems, users subscribe to topics (subject-based systems) or predicates (content-based systems) Then, users feed content into the system (publish) and the system distributes events matching subscribers interest with publisher content. Therefore, developing a "friends nearby" application using publish-subscribe requires each client to continuously change its interests. In fact, every time the user moves, the client application has to send three messages when just one should suffice: (1) publish the current location; (2) unsubscribe from the previous location, and (3) subscribe to the current location. This leads to wasted resources and poor scalability.

Application-level multicast tree approaches fall on the same problem: they assume that distribution rules don’t change very frequently. Although they still work on these conditions, the resources wasted by continuously rebuilding the multicast trees lead to poor scalability. For example, the Scribe system relies on the following message types: JOIN, CREATE, LEAVE and MULTICAST. It is easy to see the resemblance with publish-subscribe messages - changing the matching rules implies the propagation of a LEAVE message, a JOIN message and a MULTICAST message (the latter
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1As of 2012, there are 175 million tweets (twitter messages) being sent per day and some of these messages are distributed to over 19 million users (the number of followers of Lady Gaga) - http://bit.ly/zOiX8k
alone should be enough to convey all the information we need, e.g.,
the new location, in the "friends nearby" application).

In summary, context-aware applications have the potential to transmit a huge number of messages in a highly dynamic environment therefore raising hard challenges regarding scalability. We argue that current approaches such as publish-subscribe [3] [12] or multicast trees [3] or gossip-based protocols [1] are not adequate to handle these dynamics, because they assume the matching rules are fixed or change infrequently (therefore changes are too expensive). Also, since such classic approaches don’t know how to extract semantic meaning from the exchanged messages, they can’t decide what is the most efficient way to distribute those messages - such a burden becomes the application programmer responsibility.

We propose an adaptable middleware where context propagation is controlled by functions that, given the context of the recipient, dictate in which conditions should a given context message be propagated. These functions are, by nature, dynamic matching rules which change automatically if the involved clients change their context. Moreover, the retained messages (messages for which the functions have decided that they should not be propagated immediately) are aggregated into single compressed messages that can yield a substantial reduction on the consumed network bandwidth. For this reason, these functions are called aggregability functions because they tell whether a message should be aggregated or not, and to which level the aggregation should occur.

It is important to note that the aggregability functions (and therefore the propagation timing) are not only dependent on the message itself but also on the current context of both the sender and the receiver. This is a crucial difference over other generic message propagation approaches: since we know that messages share a certain context attribute (e.g., location or interest), we can aggregate their messages based on that attribute. In some cases, this aggregation leads to tremendous decreases in the messages’ size, thus increasing the system’s scalability (more details in Section 4).

Also, the aggregation reduces the cognitive load that users typically suffer when using this kind of applications (caused by the huge number of messages received) [8].

Radiator is a context propagation middleware that combines the concepts of Delayed Propagation and Aggregation to improve the performance and scalability of context-aware applications. Moreover, these concepts are applied in a completely dynamic manner: each message may be subject to different aggregation levels, depending on the current context of the users involved.

2.2 Model

Context-aware applications start by capturing context in the following form, assuming that \( P \) is a person, \( t \) a timestamp and \( A \) an attribute:

\[
\text{Context} = (P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n, \{A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_k\})
\]

This triplet represents the attributes that characterize the situation of \( P_1 \) to \( P_n \) during the time span between \( t_1 \) and \( t_m \), roughly following the context definition coined by Dey in his seminal paper [5]. An attribute can be any name/value pair. For example, an application like CenceMe [10] that shares social activities among a group of friends, might capture context like this:

\[
(\{\text{Alice}\}, 02:30:00, \{\text{location} : \text{Joe’s Pub}, \text{activity} : \text{dancing}\})
\]

A crucial concept in the Radiator design is the possibility of aggregating multiple contexts into a single one while retaining its basic format. For example, if Alice and Marc are both dancing together at Joe’s Pub, their context can be aggregated as follows:

\[
(\{\text{Alice}\}, 02:30:00, \{\text{location} : \text{Joe’s Pub}, \text{activity} : \text{dancing}\})
\]

This context could be further aggregated with other contexts and so on and so forth. The advantages of this aggregation are twofold: (1) it reduces the cognitive load on the user by presenting a summary of what’s going on instead of multiple single activities and (2) it
the geographical distance ($d$) can be the current time range ($t$) or the number of different users involved on those messages. For example, if $G$ returns \{people : 4\}, the system will aggregate messages until there are four different users involved, before propagating them. The people type is useful to implement k-Anonymity style privacy mechanisms.2

To better illustrate the generality of the aggregability concept, Table 1 shows some examples of aggregability for real-world scenarios. For simple propagation needs, such as traffic monitoring or hazards detection, we define a simple threshold for the maximum number of aggregated messages: volume is the number of different messages while people represents the number of different users involved on those messages. For example, if $G$ returns \{people : 4\}, the system will aggregate messages until there are four different users involved, before propagating them. The people type is useful to implement k-Anonymity style privacy mechanisms.

2It is out of the scope of this paper to analyze how privacy can be achieved using Radiator; the idea is to aggregate as many messages as needed to ensure anonymity.

Table 1: Different context propagation scenarios and the corresponding aggregability function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Aggregability function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic monitoring</td>
<td>Aggregate speedometer and GPS data within 300 seconds periods</td>
<td>{time : 300}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road hazards detection</td>
<td>Aggregate vertical accelerometer and GPS data until 5 hazards detected</td>
<td>{volume : 5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular spots + Friends location</td>
<td>Aggregate location until 10 different users in the same spot but for friends send immediately (non-aggregated)</td>
<td>{people : 10} stranger {volume : 1} friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends location in crowded spaces (concerts, street markets)</td>
<td>Aggregate location based on how far the user is from the recipient (further away implies more aggregation)</td>
<td>{volume : distance}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 1: The Radiator includes a pluggable local middleware and a server. Client applications use the middleware to propagate and receive context through direct calls. The aggregation/propagation is abstracted away from the application programmer.](image)

3. ARCHITECTURE

The Radiator architecture has two main components (Figure 1):

1. A local middleware that acts as a pluggable component to applications that completely abstracts away the application from the underlying propagation infrastructure;
2. A server, to which the local middleware connects, that assumes three responsibilities:
   (a) **Clients management** - Keeps track of all the clients of the application (namely their id and IP address). It also manages the connection with each of these clients: IP renewal, intermittent connectivity, dead/unreachable client detection, etc. Most importantly, it manages the current context of every client which is crucial to the context aggregation process.
   (b) **Context aggregation** - Applies the aggregability function to every incoming context message, providing both the sender and recipient’s contexts. It also manages the list of retained messages and the thresholds at which messages are no longer retained and start being propagated.
   (c) **Context propagation** - Delivers the context messages to all clients triggered by the context aggregation component. The delivery can be done using direct connections to the clients, peer-to-peer propagation between clients or a combination of both.

We now describe in more detail the context propagation component.
3.1 Server - Context propagation

The “Context Propagation” component at the server is responsible for distributing the context messages (possibly aggregated) to their recipients. Every client will eventually receive all context messages but, depending on the aggregability function, some may receive the messages faster than others.

The propagation can be done through direct connections from the server to every recipient or through peer-to-peer communication between recipients. In any case, the communication is always initiated by the sender (push approach) so there is no need for clients to poll the server or other clients for new messages (causing unnecessary traffic and delays).

The centralized approach, where the server is responsible for pushing messages to every client has the advantage of being simple to implement and allowing clients with network restrictions (e.g., behind a firewall). However, if the number of recipients is large, the server starts suffering from scalability problems, since it has to push the message to everyone.

Radiator introduces an alternative propagation mechanism that is highly dynamic. First, all clients that can communicate directly with other clients (i.e., are not subject to firewall restrictions) send an attribute $p2p_{enabled}$ to the server when they register themselves into the system. Afterward, for every message ready for propagation, the server checks which of the recipients are $p2p_{enabled}$. Those that are not $p2p_{enabled}$ receive the message through the direct push as already described. The others are divided into groups of $k$ elements ($k$ is configurable as a percentage - if the percentage is 20% and there are 100 $p2p_{enabled}$ recipients, then $k$ is 20). Each group is processed as a chain of peers through which the message must get through. The message is propagated from the server to the first peer which then propagates to the second peer and so on and so forth. From now on, we will name these groups as chain of recipients. So, for each chain of recipients, the server sends only one message which is then disseminated directly between the recipients ($p2p$ propagation).

Figure 2 shows a possible scenario: there are five recipients for a given message where only one of them is not $p2p_{enabled}$. In this case, the chain of recipients size is setup to be 50%. We can see that the server pushes the message directly to client A (not $p2p_{enabled}$) and divides the remaining recipients in two groups. Then, it pushes the message to client B telling him that it should push that message further to client C and does the same for client D which must push forward to client F. It is obvious from this example that the server must do only 3 pushes instead of 5 if there wasn’t any $p2p$ propagation. In fact, the server will always push $N$ messages, where ($k$ is the chain of recipients percentage):

$$N = N_{non-p2p} + (N_{p2p} \times k/100)$$

Note that, due to its dynamic nature, this chain of recipients is very flexible making it specially suitable to highly dynamic conditions such as those usually found in context-aware applications. Since these conditions may vary very frequently, Radiator continuously recalculates the chain of recipients for each message.

4. EVALUATION

This section presents results of several experiments to evaluate the scalability of the Radiator implementation.

In particular, we measure the tradeoff between network bandwidth consumption and the average propagation time (i.e., the time it takes for a message to go from the sender to the recipient). To study this tradeoff, we take three approaches:

- We evaluate different aggregability functions (using a non-chained approach)
- We evaluate a chained ($p2p$) and a non-chained (broadcast) scenarios using the same settings
- We evaluate several chained scenarios using different chain of recipients sizes

4.1 Experimental setup

We developed a traffic monitoring and hazard detection application because it is the kind of context-aware application that usually suffers from the problems outlined on this paper: huge number of messages (e.g., 70,000 cars per day on US expressways [7]) and highly dynamic matching rules (cars in transit are, most of the time, changing their location and speed).

For this experiment, the application produces random context messages (related to traffic information). Each message contains information about the current location, speed and number of hazards detected by the client. The application then uses the Radiator local middleware to propagate these messages to other clients. The experiment was conducted using 7 machines (each one is a 2x 4-Core Intel Xeon E5506@2.13GHz running Ubuntu 10.04.3) connected through a Gigabit LAN switch. The server runs on a dedicated machine; the other 6 machines run the application (with multiple threads where each thread simulates a client).

Several metrics such as CPU, memory and network bandwidth consumption are captured using the sysstat tool. The average delay between message transmission and reception was also recorded (the average delay between the moment a client sends a message and the moment another client receives the message).

4.2 Aggregation/compression

To measure the impact of the aggregation on the system scalability (as related to the consumed network bandwidth), we launched 60,000 clients (threads) across 6 different machines, each client propagating 1000 messages. We experimented different aggregability/compression settings:

- **Vol: 1 (no gzip)** - Messages are immediately propagated, uncompressed. All other scenarios are performed with compression turned on using gzip (the default settings). We decided to include an uncompressed experiment to understand the impact of compression on the bandwidth.
- **Vol: 1** - Messages are immediately propagated.
- **Vol: 20** - Messages are retained in the server until there are 20 pending messages, which are then propagated in a single message.

1Available at http://sebastien.godard.pagesperso-orange.fr/
260,000 nodes is close to the average number of cars on US expressways, according to USGS data [7]
Vol: 50 - Messages are retained in the server until there are 50 pending messages, which are then propagated in a single message.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>Avg. Outbound Bandwidth (kB/s)</th>
<th>Avg. Lag (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vol 1 (no gzip)</td>
<td>1751</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vol 1</td>
<td>1324</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vol 20</td>
<td>1222</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vol 50</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Average outbound network usage (from the server) and lag for different settings

We decided to change the volume parameter (as opposed to the time parameter, for example) because it is easier to manipulate. However, as we observed experimentally, changing the time and volume parameters redound in the same effect.

Figure 3 and Table 2 show the results concerning the server outbound bandwidth and average delay (between a client sending a message and another client receiving it), under these settings. As expected, the non compressed scenario is the worse performer in the experiment. We can see in Figure 3 that even without aggregation (vol 1), the mere act of compressing achieves a 25% reduction on consumed bandwidth. Aggregating with vol 20 yields another 8% decrease and with vol 50 we achieve a substantial reduction of 40% over the non aggregated compressed scenario. This is because, as we aggregate more messages, the compression algorithm becomes more effective because of the increased redundancy.

We can also see in Figure 3 that the consumed bandwidth is much more uniform on the unaggregated scenarios, because messages are immediately propagated (i.e., constant flow of data). On aggregated scenarios, messages are retained in the server and propagated in batches, originating big fluctuations on network usage. Nevertheless, the average consumption is relatively stable.

Another important insight from these results is the impact of the different aggregability settings on the average message propagation delay. Table 2 shows that even in the scenario with vol 1 (where messages are not being retained in the server) there is already a substantial average lag of 42 seconds (between sending and receiving a message) caused by 60,000 clients continuously pushing information and overloading the server’s outbound network link. The stress on the network link is key to explaining why the aggregated scenarios (vol 20 and vol 50) actually decrease the lag even though messages are being retained at the server. By sending much fewer messages the server is reducing the stress in the outbound network link and increasing the throughput. In a sense, we can say that under heavy load, it is unavoidable that there will exist message retention on the network link so we might as well retain them at the server.

4.3 Hybrid propagation

Even with aggregation, the server outbound bandwidth can easily become the bottleneck on large-scale distributed context-aware systems. We use the same setup (simulating 60,000 clients) to evaluate the hybrid propagation mechanism described in Section 3.1 for different chain of recipients sizes. As already mentioned, this size (represented as a percentage) is the maximum number of clients in a group (chain) for which the server sends only one message which is then disseminated directly between them (p2p propagation). We tested the following chain sizes (represented by the k parameter described in Section 3.1):

- no chain - server sends messages to every client.
- $k = 0.02$ - server sends messages to 5000 groups of 12 clients each.
- $k = 0.05$ - server sends messages to 2000 groups of 30 clients each.
- $k = 1$ - server sends messages to 100 groups of 600 clients each.
- $k = 5$ - server sends messages to 20 groups of 3000 clients each.
- $k = 10$ - server sends messages to 10 groups of 6000 clients each.

Without lack of generality, to simplify the analysis, we started by conducting the experiment without aggregation (vol 1).

Figure 4 shows the outbound network usage over time (during the experiment) under these chain sizes. Even with a chain size of 0.02% there is already a significant decrease over the no chain scenario (approximately 26%). Note that, even if the server sends messages to 12x fewer clients, we incur the overhead of including all the recipients’ IDs and addresses in the message (messages become much bigger). As we increase the chain size, the server outbound bandwidth decreases, since the server sends fewer messages. Obviously, the outbound bandwidth consumption on the other machines increases but in a real scenario we expect this not to be a problem since each client will have his own machine/device to run the application. We can also see that the decrease is logarithmic - the reduction that we get when we go from a chain size of 0.02% to 0.05% is much greater than the reduction we get when we go from...
1% to 10%. This is because the cost of including information about the members of the group (increasing the message size) no longer justifies the gain of establishing fewer connections. It’s worthy to note that even though messages size increases (due to the inclusion of the recipients chain), this allows a highly dynamic reconfiguration capability of the propagation paths; this solution is better than using a specific protocol (with specific control messages) for the propagation paths reconfiguration (e.g. multicast trees), specially if it occurs very frequently.

Table 3 shows the average lag in seconds for different sizes of recipients chains. We can observe that there is an increase in the average lag as we go from a non chained (direct push) model to a chained (p2p) model. This is due to the fact that, in the latter, the messages must travel through the chain of recipients instead of being directly pushed from the server to each recipient. Nevertheless, the average lag only grows 66% and 76% even though the message has to travel through 60 clients (k=0,1%) and 600 clients (k=1%). If we increase the size of the chain too much (above 5%), the number of hops the message has to travel starts to severely penalize the average lag and the technique is no longer effective. In this case, a good equilibrium seems to be achieved with a chain size of 1%; the consumed outbound is reduced to 4,4% of the non-chained scenario while the corresponding delay only increases 76%.

Using the chain size of 1% (the one that reached the best compromise between bandwidth and lag), we experimented with different aggregability functions, more specifically, setting different volumes. The results are shown in Table 4. We can see that aggregating messages has the same effect it had in the non chained experiment: the lag decreases from vol 1 to vol 20, and while it increases again with vol 50, it remains smaller than the vol 1 lag. The explanation is the same: since the server is sending much fewer messages (and note that these messages are bigger as they now carry the chain of recipients), the server’s network link is less stressed, allowing a greater throughput.

### 5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present Radiator, a dynamic adaptable middleware for efficient distribution of context messages. Unlike current selective message distribution approaches which rely on relatively stable sets of matching rules (the rules that dictate who receives a certain message), our approach relies on functions that, given the current context of sender and receiver, decide under which conditions a message should be distributed.

Moreover, we introduce the concept of propagation based on a chain of recipients that, unlike pub-sub and application-level multicast tree approaches, can quickly react to highly dynamic ever-changing rules. In fact, as our experiments have shown, the tree can be continuously rebuilt and still achieve significant bandwidth reduction and no penalty on the average propagation time. This is only possible because of our delayed propagation mechanism that, when paired with compressed aggregated messages, makes a much more efficient use of the network bandwidth.

By combining both techniques (aggregation/compression and chain-based propagation) we were able to reduce the server’s outbound bandwidth 20x without penalizing the average propagation delay in a given scenario (partition 1% and vol 20).
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